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bursts onto the scene, determined to save him. In one glimpse, in one
breath, Andor recognizes Lorraine as his lifemate, but it will take more
than their telepathic connection to convince her of their immortal bond.
Lorraine is a lethal combination of cunning and courage. So much so that
she captures the attention of a master vampire, one who has already lost
what was once irreplaceable to him. One who will strike with deadly
precision at Andor and his ancient Carpathian comrades in a war to end
all wars. . .
Hoodoo, Conjuration, Witchcraft, Rootwork - Harry M. Hyatt
2002-02

Moonchild Illustrated - Aleister Crowley 2021-04-06
Moonchild is a novel written by the British occultist Aleister Crowley in
1917. Its plot involves a magical war between a group of white
magicians, led by Simon Iff, and a group of black magicians, over an
unborn child. It was first published by Mandrake Press in 1929 and its
recent edition is published by Weiser.
Dark Sentinel - Christine Feehan 2018-09-04
In an explosive novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan, a human woman ignites the desire of her Carpathian
lifemate—and of an ancient vampire with a score to settle. After the
devastating loss of her entire family, Lorraine Peters heads to the woods
searching for peace of mind and anything to quell the anger in her soul.
Instead, she stumbles upon a scene of horrific violence, as one man lies
helpless in the face of three attackers. Andor Katona’s existence has
been a harsh one, living for centuries as a monk in the Carpathian
Mountains. Unable to find his lifemate, he almost welcomes his release
from a colorless and unfeeling world at the hands of the vampire hunters
who have mistaken him for their prey. That is, until a whirling ball of fury
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The Soulforge - Margaret Weis 1999-01
Fantasy roman.
From Asgard to Valhalla - Heather O'Donoghue 2007-04-27
Whether they focus on Thor's powerful hammer, the mysterious
valkyries, the palatial home of the gods - Asgard - or ravenous wolves
and fierce elemental giants, the Norse myths are packed with vivid
incident. But at the centre of their cosmos stands a gnarled old ash tree
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from which all distances and times are measured. When the old tree
creaks, Ragnarok - the end of the world and of the gods themselves - is at
hand. It is from this tree that Odin, father of the gods, hanged himself in
search of the wisdom of the dead: a disturbing image of divine sacrifice
far removed from the feasting and fighting of his otherworld home,
Valhalla. This is the first book to show how the Norse myths have
resonated from era to era: from Viking-age stories of ice and fire to the
epic poetry of Beowulf; and from Wagner's "Ring" to Marvel Comics'
"Mighty Thor". Heather O'Donoghue considers the wider contexts of
Norse mythology, including its origins, medieval expression and
reception in post-medieval societies right up to the present. "From
Asgard to Valhalla" is a book that will intrigue and delight anyone with
an interest in how the Norse myths have so profoundly shaped the
western cultural heritage.
Dark Prince - Christine Feehan 2011-03-08
An incomparable gift for Christine Feehan fans, Dark Prince returns in a
new, author’s cut special edition. #1 New York Times bestseller Feehan
revisits her classic tale of paranormal romance—the breathtaking story
of a beautiful hunter with extraordinary telepathic abilities captivated by
the powerful allure of a tormented prince of the mysterious
Carpathians—expanding the beloved story by 100 never before seen
pages! Here is your golden opportunity to experience the first book in
Christine Feehan’s remarkable Dark saga as you never have before,
whether it’s a glorious re-entrance into this writer’s mystical,
unforgettable world…or your very first visit!
Dragonskin Slippers - Jessica Day George 2012-02-02
Fifteen-year-old Creel is floored when her aunt suggests they sacrifice
her to a dragon to attract the attention of a marriageable knight. But
when the dragon appears, Creel bargains for her life - and ends up with
an unusual pair of blue slippers. It’s not until the slippers are stolen by a
princess that Creel learns a terrible truth: the slippers are made from the
hide of a dragon queen, and enable the wearer to control all the dragons
in the land. Now under the command of the princess, who is eager to
start a war, the dragons begin to attack the city. Creel must join forces
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with the king’s son and others to break the slippers’ hold before the
princess and the dragons destroy the city - or before the king’s archers
kill the dragons - whichever comes first.
Curious Creatures in Zoology - John Ashton 1890
John Gielgud: Matinee Idol to Movie Star - Jonathan Croall
2011-05-05
In his lifetime Gielgud was acclaimed as the finest classical actor of the
twentieth century and Jonathan Croall's biography from 2000 was
instantly recognised by critics as a masterful achievement, one that was
'unlikely to be surpassed' (Sunday Telegraph). Since that time however a
considerable amount of new material has come to light and the passing
of time has allowed a new candour. John Gielgud: Matinee Idol to Movie
Star sees this peerless biographer return to his subject to offer the
definitive life of Gielgud. For this new biography Croall's exhaustive
research has included over a hundred new interviews with key people
from his life and career, several hundred letters from Gielgud that have
never been published, scores of letters written to him and archived
versions of his film and television work. As Gielgud worked increasingly
in this medium during the last third of his life much greater attention is
given to this than in the earlier work. Fresh light is thrown on his
professional relationships with figures such as Laurence Olivier and
Edith Evans, and on turbulent episodes of his private life. The overall
result is a a much more rounded, candid and richly textured portrait of
this celebrated and complex actor.
Miniatures Handbook - Michael Donais 2003-10-01
The Miniatures Handbook is the newest accessory for players who want
to add depth and dimension to their roleplaying game or their miniatures
experience. As with other D&D accessories, this title contains new feats,
spells, magic items, and prestige classes, and is one of the few titles that
adds new base classes to the D&D realm. In addition to these features,
this handbook gives expanded rules for three-dimensional, head-to-head
miniatures play for both skirmish and mass battle conflicts and is
instantly usable with the new D&D miniatures product line. There are
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new monsters presented with both full D&D and head-to-head statistics,
and the book provides competitive scenarios for engaging miniatures
combat.
Ed Greenwood Presents Elminster's Forgotten Realms - Wizards
RPG Team 2012-10-16
Offers a comprehensive description of the Forgotten Realms, one of the
most well known Dungeons & Dragons campaign settings.
Mules and Men - Perfection Learning Corporation 2019

disappeared--and who took them. To prove it--and to rescue Nicky and
the other children--Callie will be forced down a road that will lead to her
to a mythical world filled with fantastical creatures. A world from which
there may be no return.... At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Dragonet Prophecy - Tui T. Sutherland 2012-07-01
The seven dragon tribes have been at war for generations, locked in an
endless battle over an ancient, lost treasure. A secret movement called
the Talons of Peace is determined to bring an end to the fighting, with
the help of a prophecy - a foretelling that calls for great sacrifice. Five
dragonets are collected to fulfill the prophecy, raised in a hidden cave
and enlisted, against their will, to end the terrible war. But not every
dragonet wants a destiny. And when the select five escape their
underground captors to look for their original homes, what has been
unleashed on the dragon world may be far more than the revolutionary
planners intended...
The Mysteries of Magic - A Digest of the Writings of Eliphas Levi Arthur Edward Waite 2020-12-01
“The Mysteries Of Magic” is a 1927 work by A. E. Waite that explores the
life and work of Éliphas Lévi Zahed (1810 – 1875), a French occult
author and ceremonial magician. Arthur Edward Waite (1857 – 1942),
more commonly referred to as A. E. Waite, was an American-born British
mystic and poet. He wrote profusely on the subject of the occult and
esoteric matters, and is famous for being the co-creator of the RiderWaite Tarot deck. His work arguably constitutes the first attempt to
systematically studying the history of western occultism, which he
viewed more of a spiritual tradition than proto-science or pseudoreligion, as was the more common conception. Contents include: “Life of
Alphonse Louis Constant", "Notes on the Mysteries of Magic as
expounded in the Occult Philosophy of Eliphas Levi", "Threshold of
Magical Science", "Doctrines of Occult Force", "Written Tradition of
Magic", "Doctrine of Spiritual Essences, or Kabbalistic Pneumatics",
"Ceremonial Magic", "Science of the Prophets”, etc. Other works by this
author include: “The Alchemical Writings of Edward Kelly” (1893),

The Great Cosmic Mother - Monica Sjoo 2013-12-10
This classic exploration of the Goddess through time and throughout the
world draws on religious, cultural, and archaeological sources to
recreate the Goddess religion that is humanity’s heritage. Now, with a
new introduction and full-color artwork, this passionate and important
text shows even more clearly that the religion of the Goddess--which is
tied to the cycles of women’s bodies, the seasons, the phases of the
moon, and the fertility of the earth--was the original religion of all
humanity.
Pay the Piper - Jane Yolen 2015-08-25
A rock 'n' roll band to die for? Callie is about to find out.... Not much
happens in fourteen-year-old Callie McCallan's sleepy Massachusetts
town. So when the famous rock 'n' roll band, Brass Rat, schedules a
concert in the Valley, it's big news. As a reporter for her school paper,
Callie scores the scoop of a lifetime--a backstage pass to interview the
lead singer of Brass Rat! Her friends are so jealous. But Callie isn't sure
what the fuss is all about...until she meets the band. Lead singer Peter
Gringras and his band mates are so cool. Especially Peter. When he plays
his flute, it's as if he has some kind of hypnotic power. But there is
something strange about the band, something Callie can't quite put her
finger on. Maybe she's just being weird, but it's as if they're from here-but not from here--at the same time. It's when, on Halloween night,
Callie's little brother Nicky disappears--along with all the other children
of Northampton--that she begins to wonder if her suspicions are so weird
after all. It's crazy, but Callie thinks she knows why the children have
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“Turba Philsophorum” (1894), and “Devil-Worship in France” (1896).
Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive.
It is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an
affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with a speciallycommissioned new biography of the author.
A Dictionary of English Folklore - Jacqueline Simpson 2003-10-09
This dictionary is part of the Oxford Reference Collection: using
sustainable print-on-demand technology to make the acclaimed backlist
of the Oxford Reference programme perennially available in hardback
format. An engrossing guide to English folklore and traditions, with over
1,250 entries. Folklore is connected to virtually every aspect of life, part
of the country, age group, and occupation. From the bizarre to the
seemingly mundane, it is as much a feature of the modern technological
age as of the ancient world. BL Oral and Performance genres-Cheese
rolling, Morris dancing, Well-dressingEL BL Superstitions-Charms,
Rainbows, WishbonesEL BL Characters-Cinderella, Father Christmas,
Robin Hood, Dick WhittingtonEL BL Supernatural Beliefs-Devil's
hoofprints, Fairy rings, Frog showersEL BL Calendar Customs-April
Fool's Day, Helston Furry Day, Valentine's DayEL
Great Men and Famous Women - Charles Francis Horne 1894

others could form the basis of campaigns. Part of the successful 100
Adventure Seeds series.
Dragon Age: Hard in Hightown - Varric Tethras 2018-07-31
Prolific dwarven author and heroic companion of the Dragon Age games,
Varric Tethras brings us the collected edition of his breakthrough crimenoir drama, Hard in Hightown (with help from his trusted human
confidante, Mary Kirby)! This volume is beautifully illustrated by Stefano
Martino, Álvaro Sarraseca, Andres Ponce, and Ricardo German Ponce
Torres, with a painted cover by E.M. Gist! Twenty years of patrols have
chiseled each and every stone of the Kirkwall streets into city guardsmen
Donnen Brennokovic. Weary and weathered, Donnen is paired with a
recruit so green he might as well have leaves growing out of his armor.
When the mismatched pair discover a dead magistrate bleeding out on
the flagstones, they're caught up in a clash between a shadowy
organization known only as the Executors and a secretive group of
Chantry agents--all over some ancient artifact. This is a prose novel
featuring 24 black And white full page images.
The Prison Stone - J R. ASTERIOU MABRY (MICKEY.) 2021-11-22

A Tale Dark & Grimm - Adam Gidwitz 2010-10-28
In this mischievous and utterly original debut, Hansel and Gretel walk
out of their own story and into eight other classic Grimm-inspired tales.
As readers follow the siblings through a forest brimming with menacing
foes, they learn the true story behind (and beyond) the bread crumbs,
edible houses, and outwitted witches. Fairy tales have never been more
irreverent or subversive as Hansel and Gretel learn to take charge of
their destinies and become the clever architects of their own happily
ever after.
100 Fantasy Adventure Seeds - James Desborough 2010-07-13
Never run out of scenario ideas again. This book contains 100 generic
fantasy plots for you to use with your fantasy games. Each plot consists
of a premise, three twists and an epilogue. Some can be strung together,

Pool of Crimson - Suzanne M. Sabol 2013-02
Dahlia Sabin discovers a plot by Master Vampire Ethan to raise a demon
from the depths of Hell to destroy the city, cement his power and take
control. Dahlia is in a race against time to send the demon back to Hell
and at war with her better judgment by trusting a dark and intriguing
vampire all while struggling to save her own neck.
Wagner and the Volsungs - Árni Björnsson 2003
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Heroic Song and Heroic Legend - Jan de Vries 1978-01-01

Pele and Hiiaka - Nathaniel Bright Emerson 1915
The Spiral Dance - Starhawk 2011-09-13
The twentieth anniversary edition of The Spiral Dance celebrates the
pivotal role the book has had in bringing Goddess worship to the
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religious forefront. This bestselling classic is both an unparalleled
reference on the practices and philosophies of Witchcraft and a guide to
the life-affirming ways in which readers can turn to the Goddess to
deepen their sense of personal pride, develop their inner power, and
integrate mind, body, and spirit. Starhawk's brilliant, comprehensive
overview of the growth, suppression, and modern-day re-emergence of
Wicca as a Goddess-worshipping religion has left an indelible mark on
the feminist spiritual consciousness. In a new introduction, Starhawk
reveals the ways in which Goddess religion and the practice of ritual
have adapted and developed over the last twenty years, and she reflects
on the ways in which these changes have influenced and enhanced her
original ideas. In the face of an ever-changing world, this invaluable
spiritual guidebook is more relevant than ever.
The Last Tsar's Dragons - Jane Yolen 2019-06-19
“Vivid, gripping and actually riveting as the Red Danger takes a whole
new meaning here. Loved it.” —The Book Smugglers It is the waning
days of the Russian monarchy. A reckless man rules the land and his
dragons rule the sky. Though the Tsar aims his dragons at his
enemies—Jews and Bolsheviks—his entire country is catching fire.
Conspiracies suffuse the royal court: bureaucrats jostle one another for
power, the mad monk Rasputin schemes for the Tsar’s ear, and the
desperate queen takes drastic measures to protect her family. Revolution
is in the air—and the Red Army is hatching its own weapons. Discover
Russia’s October Revolution, reimagined in flight by the acclaimed
mother-and-son writing team of the Locus Award-winning novel, Pay the
Piper, and the Seelie Wars series.
Witchcraft - Ly de Angeles 2012-12-08
Are you ready to open yourself to the divine powers in order to bring
beauty into your life, happiness to your heart, and strength to your will?
Then you'll want to get Witchcraft: Theory and Practice by Ly de
Angeles. With more than three decades of experience she has learned
how to bring the teachings alive, combining modern with ancient, so you
can better understand the true potential and depth of Witchcraft. Within
the pages of this book you will find the secrets and techniques to become
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a Witch. These can be divided into three categories: philosophical
disciplines, spiritual beliefs, and practical techniques. Each part gets a
focus in this book. In the first section, you will: - Learn meditation and
how it can be used for ritual - Discover the secrets of visualization,
telepathy, and personal power - Use the self-analysis techniques to
discover who you are and never walk in anyone's shadow In the second
section you can: - Uncover the essence of the God and Goddess Discover the festivals of Witchcraft - Learn how to make and use the
tools of Witchcraft - Understand how to do rituals, including the rite of
self-initiation And in the final section, you'll: - Practice psychic
protection, shapeshifting, and banishing - Master astral projection Learn to interpret omens This really just barely covers some of the
information you will find revealed in these pages. Written in a style that
is clear and concise, this book will add to your knowledge of Witchcraft.
Whether you are new to the Craft or have been practicing for some time,
Witchcraft: Theory and Practice will impart wisdom that will fascinate
and entice. You will be using this book for many years to come.
Exposing Satan's Devices - Betty Miller 2003-12
EXPOSING SATAN'S DEVICES is a spiritual tool chest of the many
devices Satan uses to keep people under his lies and deceptions which
eventually destroys them. It's very broad and yet specific in it's coverage
of exposing Satan's devices. Some of the topics covered deal with things
we all face in our day with the devil on the rampage. As long as Satan
stays covered he is able to continue his evil works, but when the light of
God's Word shines on his deeds, he can no longer use his deceptions. We
certainly don't want to allow the devil to get an advantage over us by our
ignorance of the devices he uses (2 Corinthians 2:11). This book is an
expose of Satan and his methods and how to overcome him through
spiritual warfare. As overcomers we have the victory!
Hansel and Gretel - Jacob Grimm 1971-03
A poor woodcutter's two children, lost in the woods, come upon a
gingerbread house inhabited by a wicked witch.
Dragon Age: The World of Thedas - Various 2013-04-16
For Dragon Age newcomers, this comprehensive volume brings you up to
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speed on everything you need to know about the regions, religions,
monsters, magic, and more! For dedicated fans, never before have the
secrets of BioWare's epic fantasy been revealed so completely and so
compellingly! * Filled with never-before-seen art by the creators of the
games! * New Dragon Age game coming in 2013! * From the writers and
artists of the Dragon Age games. The definitive guide!
Dragon Age: The World of Thedas - Various 2015-05-12
BioWare's newest game Dragon Age: Inquisition will expand the universe
of their epic series in profound ways. This comprehensive book of lore
features exclusive art and information, exploring every corner of this
dark fantasy masterpiece! Newcomers will appreciate how this volume
covers everything they need to know about the world and characters of
these smash-hit games! Dedicated fans will revel in the abundance of
never-before-revealed secrets, the perfect companion to Dragon Age: The
World of Thedas Volume 1! From heroes to villains, to songs and food,
and everything in between, this book puts the breath and depth of this
inimitable fantasy at your fingertips.
Song of the Nibelungs - 2008-01-08
It portrays the existential struggles and downfall of an entire people, the
Burgundians, in a military conflict with the Huns and their king."--Jacket.
The Legend Of Sigurd And Gudrún - J.R.R. Tolkien 2012-02-15
Many years ago, J.R.R. Tolkien composed his own version of the great
legend of Northern antiquity, recounted here in The Legend of Sigurd
and Gudrún. In the Lay of the Völsungs is told the ancestry of the great
hero Sigurd, the slayer of Fáfnir, most celebrated of dragons; of his
awakening of the Valkyrie Brynhild, who slept surrounded by a wall of
fire, and of their betrothal; and of his coming to the court of the great
princes who were named the Niflungs (or Nibelungs), with whom he
entered into blood-brotherhood. In scenes of dramatic intensity, of
confusion of identity, thwarted passion, jealousy, and bitter strife, the
tragedy of Sigurd and Brynhild, of Gunnar the Niflung and Gudrún his
sister, mounts to its end in the murder of Sigurd, the suicide of Brynhild,
and the despair of Gudrún. The Lay of Gudrún recounts her fate after the
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death of Sigurd, her marriage against her will to the mighty Atli, ruler of
the Huns (the Attila of history), his murder of her brothers, and her
hideous revenge.
Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead - Rick Riordan 2017-10-03
Rick Riordan's Norse hero faces his greatest challenge yet in the final
instalment of the series. Loki the trickster god is free from his chains.
Now he's readying Naglfar, the Ship of the Dead, armed with a host of
giants and zombies, to sail against the Norse gods and begin the final
battle of Ragnarok. It's up to Magnus Chase and his friends to stop Loki's
plans, but to do so they will have to sail across the oceans of Midgard,
Jotunheim and Niflheim in a desperate race to reach Naglfar before it's
ready to sail on Midsummer's Day. Along the way, they will face angry
sea gods, hostile giants, and an evil fire-breathing dragon who happens
to be a former acquaintance. But Magnus's biggest challenge will be
facing his own inner demons. To defeat Loki, Magnus will need to use
words, not force. This will require finding a magical elixir so deadly that
it will either make Magnus Chase powerful enough to out-talk the silvertongued Loki, or destroy Magnus utterly.
Emerald Fire - Suzanne M. Sabol 2016-01-11
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire - Joanne Kathleen Rowling 2001
Vanafca. 14 jaar.
Magick in Theory and Practice - ALEISTER. CROWLEY 2018-02-09
2018 Facsimile of the 1929 Edition. Illustrated. Many consider this work
by Crowley to be the foremost book on ceremonial magic written in the
twentieth century. It was written especially for beginners and is
considered one of Crowley's better books. Illustrated with graphs and
charts. The original was privately printed in 1929 after Crowley failed to
find a publisher in London and has been considered a scarce work since
that time.
The Romance of Leonardo Da Vinci - Dmitry Sergeyevich
Merezhkovsky 1912
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